ISG™ Healthcare - Summit Series Printers
All ISG™ Summit Series thermal printers are available
with PAL - a patented emulation solution that works with
any software platform to give you the most flexibility and
functionality.

ISG™ Z5

This versatile printer can print up to 6
inches per second and includes ZPL
emulation. It can also handle a 5”
OD label roll. When you just need
a quality, cost-competitive printer
with or without PAL, the ISG Z5 is
the right unit for you.

The ISG S500 Sumiit Series is the
most versatile and durable small
footprint barcode label printer you
can find. Your staff will love this
robust, easy-to-use unit. It can hold a
5” roll for high print volume locations.
This is a great unit for printing ondemand tracking labels.

ISG™ S500

ISG™ S100

The ISG S100 Summit Series is
the perfect size and functionality
for Admissions, Nursing Station &
Emergency Departments. It holds a
large 6.5” roll of media. It is the ideal
unit for printing patient wristbands
and baby tags.

With a smaller footprint than ISG
S700, but just as rugged and reliable,
the S600 still handles an 8” OD label
roll. This low profile unit includes a
USB keyboard port for downtime
applications. The ISG S600 is a
heavy-duty printer for pharmacy,
lab, and admissions labels.

ISG™ S600

ISG™ S300

This lightweight, compact printer is
ideally suited for a wide variety of
mobile applications from receipts
to barcode labels. Healthcare and
Emergency Management especially
benefit from the versatile S300.
Couple it with a Bluetooth scanner
for the perfect patient bedside
specimen label solution.

The ISG S700 Summit Series is a
full featured printer offering great
value which handles an 8” OD label
roll, and delivers fast throughput
making it ideal for any high volume
application. It is the definition of a
high performance barcode printer
and includes a color touch display.

ISG™ S700e

ISG™ S400

This rugged mobile printer is ready to
handle a wide variety of applications,
from Healthcare to Warehousing,
from receipts to barcode labels.
Ready for use with Droid APP &
SDK, WinCE Quick-link tool & SDK,
and iOS SDK. The ISG S400 printer
can connect via Bluetooth and
WiFi simultaneously.

The M8x is perfectly suited for
mission critical applications. Built
with heavy duty die-cast aluminum
and a high performance processor
resulting in tremendous print speeds,
it also features a 4.3″ color LCD and
touch panel operation. The M8x is a
rugged and fast industrial-grade
thermal printer.

ISG™ M8x
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